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ABSTRACT 
The automorphisms of an n x n matrix algebra over a commutative ring can fail 
to he inner. The extent of this failure, however, is under control. For instance, the 
commutator of any two automorphisms and the nth power of each of them are 
necessarily inner. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R be an arbitrary commutative ring with 1, and let A = w(R) be the 
R-algebra of all n x n matrices over R. In this paper we consider the 
automorphisms of the algebra A. In the case that R is a field, it is a 
consequence of the standard Skolem-Noether theorem that every automor- 
phism of A is inner. Our object here is to show that even in the general case, 
this result is not too far from being true. 
The results of this paper are not really new. There is a class of R-algebras 
considerably more general than matrix algebras, namely the “central separ- 
able” algebras. (See the appendix for the definition.) The automorphisms of 
algebras of this type were studied by Rosenberg and Zelinsky [4], who 
obtained information about the extent to which it can be true that not all 
automorphisms are inner. 
The purpose of this exposition is to present, in the special case of matrix 
algebras only, the results of Rosenberg and Zelinsky. This will be done using 
only the most elementary of techniques. In particular, we shall avoid some of 
the ring theorist’s most useful tools, among them, localization. What is 
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gained from this abstinence is, we hope, the accessibility of this paper to 
readers who (like the author) are not quite comfortable with some aspects of 
ring theory, but who do feel at home with matrices. 
Let A = M,(R) be as above, and let Aut(A) be the group of all algebra 
automorphisms of A. (An algebra automorphism is an R-linear ring automor- 
phism. Equivalently, it fixes all scalar matrices.) Let Inn(A) denote the group 
of inner automorphisms of A. Then Inn(A) 4 Aut(A) and the factor group 
Aut(A)/Inn(A) may be viewed as a measure of the extent to which the 
Skolem-Noether theorem fails for n X n matrices over R. We shall call this 
the Skolern-Noether group, and we write 
SN,(R) =Aut(A)/Inn(A). 
Our goal is to show that SN,(R ) is under control. Specifically, we prove 
the following. 
THEOREM. Let R be any comnututive ring with 1, and let n >O. Then 
(a) SN,(R) is abelian. 
(b) x”=lfor all xESN,(R). 
Note that what (b) says is that if u E Aut(A) is arbitrary, then u” is inner. 
In some cases, the group SN,( R ) can be described up to isomorphism in 
terms of some more standard objects in ring theory. 
THEOREM. 
(a) Zf R is a unique factorization domain, then SN,(R)= 1. 
(b) Zf R is a Dedekind domain, then SN,(R) is isomorphic to the 
subgroup of the claw group of R comisting of all the elements of order 
dividing n. 
The group SN,(R ) can also be described (up to isomorphism) as a certain 
group of isomorphism classes of R-modules, where multiplication is defined 
by tensor products. In keeping with the elementary, nonabstract spirit of this 
paper, we shall not stress this point of view, although the relevant facts wiIl 
be presented and proved. 
2. AUTOMORPHISM AND MODULES 
Let R be any commutative ring with unit, and let A = K(R) be the 
algebra of n X n matrices over A. Let 6 E Aut(A). To try to show that 8 is 
inner, we would need to find an invertible element u E A such that u -‘xu = 
x * for all x E A. Where shall we look for such a u? 
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Let 
U,={uEAlxu=ureforallxEA}. 
Then 8 is inner iff U, contains an invertible element, and so our immediate 
goal is to find as many elements as we can in U,. To this end, observe that 
(i) u+uE U, if u,uE V,, 
(ii) PUEV, ifr~R anduEU@. 
In other words, U, is an R-submodule of A. Note that U, is the set R. 1 of 
scalar matrices. 
The above remarks are intended to justify the study of the collection 9R 
of all R-submodules of A. For U, V E %, we define 
U-V= (uulu E U, u E V), 
where the brackets denote the additive group generated by their contents. 
Note that U*V E %. We shall denote the distinguished element R- 1 of %L. 
with the symbol E, since we observe that E*U= U= U*E and so E is an 
identity for the muliplicative structure on 92. (which, we point out, is clearly 
associative). 
If U E 9lL, we say that U is inuertible provided that U. V= E = V U for 
some V E %. Observe that the set @ of invertible elements of %L is a 
group. For U E 65, we shall write U -r to denote the inverse of U in @3. Note 
that if UE@ and U-V= E for some VE%, then necessarily, V= U-'-E= 
U-'E@ and V*U=E. It is less obvious for arbitrary U,VE% that if 
U-V= E, then VU= E and U, V E C&S. This is true, however, and will be 
proved later. 
We shall see below that Aut(A) = (33. We need a lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Zf U,VE@ with UC V, then U= V. 
Proof. We have E=V-'*V>V-'*U, and we let % ={bERlb*lE 
V-‘-U}. ‘% an ideal of R and V-'-U=% -1. Thus U=V-(V-'*U) 
=$?I .V and E= U.U-‘=C~!B -V-U-‘. It follows that the indentity matrix 
1EE has entries in $3, and so 93 =R. Therefore, V-‘U=E, and so U=V. 
n 
THEOREM 2. For 8 EAut(A), the module U, lies in 65 and the map 
@+U, is an kmwrphism of Aut(A) onto @. 
Proof. We have already observed that U, E %. We show first that 
U,. U, = tJ+ for 0, cp E Aut(A). If u E U, and u E U,, then 
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and so uu E U&,. Thus U,* U, c Uti, and in particular, since U, = E, we have 
U,. U, --1 c E. We work toward showing equality here. 
Let elr denote the standard matrix “units” in A, and write Jj = e:. Let 
uii = x edk. 
k 
WeclaimthatujjEUgforalli,j.Wemustshowthatrm,i=u,txeforallxEA. 
By R-linearity, it suffices to prove this when 1c= cab, a matrix unit. We have 
and 
this establishes that uii E Ue as claimed, and simihuly, if we define 
Vii = x f&i efkp 
k 
we have air E Ue-1. 
We now have that 
x ulivil E U, U,-1 L E. 
i 
We compute 
= z ek, ftielk 
since Z Ai = (Z eii)’ = le= 1. It follows that U,. U,-I= E for ah 0 EAut(A). In 
particular, U,-,* U, = E and so Ue E@ for ah 8. Since Ue U, C U&,, we have 
equality by Lemma 1, and the map t91-+ U, is a group homomorphism. 
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If U,=E,then1EUgandhencex=xeforallxEA.I~us8=1,andthe 
map 9~ U, is one-to-one. What remains is to show that every U E @ is of the 
form U, for some 0 EAut(A). 
L.etUE@andsupposeV=U-‘.SincelEE,wecanwritel=Zu,u,for 
someu,EVandu,EtJwithl<i<m.ForxEA,deffne 
x9= 7 uixui, 
so that 8 is clearly an R-module endomorphism of A. We have 
However, y u! E U* V= E, and so uiuj is a scalar matrix and thus commutes 
with y . This yields 
(xy)” = x u*xU~uiyUi = r*y @, 
i,i 
and 8 is an algebra endomorphism. 
Next, write 1 = 2 u;u; for suitable u; E U, u; E V, and define 
Then 
x+ = 2 u;uixuiu; 
i.j 
= 5 xu;uiuiu; 
= x, 
where the second equality holds because the scalar matrix u;u, commutes 
with x. Thus Op, is the identity map, and similarly, so is ~9. We conclude that 
8 E Aut(A). 
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Finally, we show that U= U,. If u E U, then 
me = 2 uvixui = x xqu, = xu, 
i i 
since uq commutes with x. Thus U c U, and the result follows by Lemma 1. 
n 
Let @a denote the subgroup consisting of those U E@ which contain an 
invertible matrix. The following is then immediate. 
COROLLARY 3. The image of Inn(A) under the isonmphi.m of Theorem 
2i.s@0,andso 
SN,(R) =Aut(A)/Inn(A) -@/@a. 
Unlike most situations in which one studies modules, where only isomor- 
phism classes are relevant, distinct elements of @ may well be isomorphic 
R-modules. The next lemma shows that elements of @ are R-isomorphic iff 
they have the same image in @5/Q,. Thus to determine SN,(R)=@/@a one 
really needs only to consider isomorphism classes of modules after all. 
LEMMA 4. Let U, V E@. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) U=V as R-modules. 
(ii) U = XV for some invertible matrix x. 
(iii) The cosefi @e U and aOV are equal. 
Proof. (i)=$ii): Let A: V+ U be an R-isomorphism. (Actually, a smjec- 
tive homomorphism will do as well.) Write 1 = Xqv; with v, E V and 
ViE v-r, and put x = ZA(v,)v,! E U-V -‘. Now for v E V, we have 
xv = x A( Vi)f$V = x A( ViV,!V), 
since v;v is a scalar matrix and X is R-linear. This yields xv = A(v), and since 
A maps onto U, we obtain XV = U. Therefore xVU - ’ = E, and so xy = 1 for 
some yEVU - ’ and x is invertible. 
(ii)++ii): We have U= XV with x invertible. It follows that R*x~@a and 
U = (Rex) . V. Thus U E G&V and (iii) follows. 
(iii)*(i): We have U= I* V for some I E @a. Let x E Z be invertible, so 
that the map VHXV is an R-isomorphism of V into U. To see that this map is 
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onto, note that XV E (33 [since (XV)- ’ = V-‘x- ‘1 and XV C U. Lemma 1 
yields XV= U. H 
By Lemma 4, we see that the set of isomorphism classes of R-modules 
represented in @ is in natural one-to-one correspondence with the set of 
cosets of @a in @, i.e. with the factor group @/&,=SN,(R). In particular, 
we have an inherited group structure on this set of isomorphism classes of 
modules, and this group is isomorphic to SN,(R). In order to use this idea to 
describe the group SN,(R) within the language of the theory of R-modules, 
we would need to answer two questions: (a) which R-modules are isomor- 
phic to elements of @, and (b) given two such modules, how does one 
compute the isomorphism class of the product module. 
The answers to the above questions are the following: 
(a) An R-module X is R-isomorphic to an element of @ iff the direct sum 
of n copies of X is free of rank n. 
(b) If U,VE@, then UV=U@.RV. 
In other words, we assert that for each n >0, the set of R-module isomor- 
phism classes described in (a) forms a group under tensor product, and this 
group is isomorphic to SN,(R). This assertion will be proved in Sec. 6. 
Since X BA Y = Y @a X, it follows from the above discussion that SN,,(R ) 
is abelian. This can also be proved directly. 
THEOREM 5. The groups SN,(R) = Aut(A)/Inn(A) = @%/@a are abelian. 
Proof. Let U, V E@. We must show that U-V and VU lie in the same 
coset of @a. By Lemma 4, it suffices to show that U*V= V U as R-modules. 
Let ui,.... YE U and ui,..., ukE V. We claim that Zu,u,=O iff Zu,u,= 
0. Once this is proved, the result follows, since then the map X: U. V+ V U 
given by X(Zu,uJ = Zu,u, is a well-defined isomorphism. 
Suppose then that Zu,u, 
0; E V. Then 
-0. Write 1 =Zu.+u,!, where wI E V-r and 
x qu,= 2 u*w,u;u,= 2 u;uiuiwr=o, 
I i.i i.i 
where we have used the fact that u,wi is a scalar matrix to obtain the second 
equality. Conversely, if Euiy = 0, then Z uiui = 0 by reversing the roles of U 
and Vabove. n 
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3. DIGRESSION 
We have now seen that SN,(R) is always abelian. Before proceeding 
with the proof that this group is torsion, with exponent dividing n, it seems 
appropriate to give an example which shows that SN,,(R) can be nontrivial. 
In other words, we want a matrix algebra M,,(R) for which not every 
automorphism is inner. 
No such example can exist when R is a field, by the Skolem-Noether 
theorem. More generally, as we shall prove later, no examples exist when R 
is a UFD (unique factorization domain). In view of this, it is perhaps 
surprising that examples do exist for Dedekind domains. 
EXAJPLE~. LetR={a+b~(a,bEZ}andA=i&(R).ThenAhas 
a non-inner automorphism. 
Proof. Let 
m= 1+Vz 
[ 
-2 
-2 I 1-m * 
Note that detm =2 and thus (working in the field Q[a 1) we have 
-l_ 1 l-V-=% 
[ 
2 
m 
-- 
2 2 1+V? I ’ 
Observe that although some entries of m-l do not he in R, the product of 
any entry of m with any entry of m -’ is in R. It follows that m-%mEA for 
all x E A and the map 8 : rt+m - ‘xm is an automorphism of A. 
If 0 were inner, there would exist an invertible a EA with m-%rn= 
a - ‘xa for all x E A. It would follow that mu - ’ commutes with all x and so is 
of the form A.1 for some XER. Then m=Aa and 2=detm=h20, where 
(Y = det a is a unit of R. Since the only units in R are + 1, we would have that 
X = + G . There is no such element in R. 4 
We mention that the fact that SN,(R) is trivial when R is a field follows 
easily from the results we have already obtained. 
COROLLARY 7 (Skolem-Noether). Zf R is a field, then SN,(R) = 1. 
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Proof. Let U E @. It suffices to find an invertible u E U. Write 1 = Xu,v, 
where u, E U and vi E U-‘. We may assume u,v,#O and thus u,u,=Al for 
some nonzero A E R. Then h - ‘vi = UC r, and the proof is complete. n 
4. TORSION 
We begin working toward a proof that the nth power of every automor- 
phism of A = M,, (R ) is inner for arbitrary commutative rings R wi& 1. 
LEMMA 8. Let V, V be R-s&modules of A with U. V= E. Then uv = vu 
fbraUuEUandvEV. Inparticular, V.U=Eandthus U,VE@, 
Proof. Write 1 = Zuivi with ui E U, v, E V. Since CT* V= E, each u,u, is 
scalar and we can write uiu, =)41 for 4 E R. Let t be the number of terms in 
the sum Z u,q, Then for any integer m > 1 we have 1 = 1’“’ = (ZQmt, and 
every term in the expansion of the power of the sum has some 4 appearing 
to at least the mth power. Thus 1 is an R-linear combination of A,“, . . . , h”‘, 
and in order to prove that uv = vu, it suffices to find an integer m such that 
A;%v = h;“uu for ah i. We shah show that this holds with m = n + 1. 
For a E A, let a* denote the “classical adjoint” of a, i.e. the transpose of 
the matrix of cofactors. Thus 
au* = (deta) 1= a*a 
for all a. 
Now u:q = uiu: and t$+q = viu: are scalar matrices, and their product 
(in either order) is det( uivI) 1 1 = hj”* 1. We have 
x;uv= u(v,v~)(u~ui)v= (uv,)(u,v)v:u~ (1) 
and 
x;luu=(U:ui)vu(v,v~)=(Uiv)(Uv*)U#%~, (2) 
since uq and qv are scalar matrices. 
However, 
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and 
Thus multiplication of Eqs. (1) and (2) by 41 = yu, yields 
y+l(uu) = (uu*)(Uiu)~=Ay++u). n 
COROLLARY 9. If U E@, then all elemmts of U commute with each 
other. 
Proof. Let u,u’~U, and write l=Zu,u, with U,EU and u,EU-‘. 
Then 
uu’= 2 uiu,uu’= 2 UiU’U&, 
since uiu is scalar. However, u’u, = U~U’ by Lemma 8, and thus 
uu’ = x uiup’u = u’u. n 
LEMMA 10. Let UE@, and let hEHom,(U,R). Then there exists 
UE u-’ such that uu=X(u)l for all UE U. 
Proof. Write l=Xu,ui with ut~ U and u,e U-‘. Let u=ZA(u,)u,EV 
and suppose u E U. Then 
uu= ~A(u,)qu= ~:(u,u,u)l=A(u)l, 
since u,u is scalar. 
THEOREM 11. If 8 EAut(A) where A = M,,(R), then 8” is inner. 
Proof. Let U ~@l. We must show that U” contains an invertible matrix. 
For 1 < i,i <n, let 4, : U-+R be the map defined by setting h(u) equal to the 
(i,i) entry of u. Then &f EHom,( U, R), and so by Lemma 10 there exists 
U,~E V= U-l such that ui,u=hj(u)l. 
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Similarly, let H, : V+R be the map which picks out the (i, i) entry u E V, 
and choose uii E U with uiju = ~+(u)l for all u E V. By Lemma 8 we have 
uuii = Z.~&ti)l for 0 E V. 
Now write 1 = Z utot with y E U and u, E V. We obtain 
Note that by the definition of matrix multiplication, we have that 
is the (i, k) entry of the matrix u,u,. Since Eutut = 1, it follows from (1) that 
where S, is Kronecker’s symbol. 
Now let S be the R-subalgebra of A generated by all matrices in U and 
V. Then by Lemma 8 and Corollary 9, S is a commutative ring and the 
system (2) may be interpreted as a single matrix equation over S. It says 
where [V]=[uii]~Mn(S), [U]=[U,JEM,,(S), and [Z]=[6,J is the nXn iden- 
tity matrix over S. 
Since S is commutative, we may take determinants, and we obtain ou = 1, 
where u = det[ V] and u = det[ U]. Thus u is invertible, and by the expansion 
of the determinant as a homogeneous polynomial of degree n, we have 
u = det[ U] E U”. The proof is complete. n 
5. DOMAINS 
In this and the next section, we relate the foregoing ideas to some of the 
more standard objects and constructions of ring theory. Here we consider 
the case where R is a domain. 
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LEMMA 12. Suppose R is a domain with quotient field F. View AG 
M,,(F). Then every U EC35 is of the fnm Z*m for some invertible jktkmul 
ideal I c F and invertible matrix m E M,,(F). 
Proof. Let v= u-l. Choose uEU, vEV with uv#O. Then uv=hl 
with h#O, and thus u is invertible in M,,(F) and v = Au -l. Thus u-‘U= 
A -‘VU consists of scalar matrices, and we let Z be the set of scalars thus 
obtained. Then Z is an R-submodule of F and U= Zeu. Similarly V-Jv for 
suitable J c F, and we have 
R*l=E= U*V=Z~uv=(ZJh)*l. 
Thus Zlh = R, and so Z is an invertible fractional ideal. n 
THEOREM 13. Let R be a domain, and let k?(R) be the ideal class group 
of R. (Thus C?(R) is the group of invertible fmctiud ideals nwdulo 
principal fraction& ideals.) Then SN,(R) is ismorphic to a subgroup of 
k?(R) foT every n. 
Proof. We construct an isomorphism from @)/@,, into C?(R). Given 
U E@, write U= Iem as in Lemma 12. We claim that the corresponding 
element [Z] in e(R) depends only on the coset of @$, which contains U. If 
V E @SO- U with V= Jx, we have V= aU for some invertible a E A and hence 
Jx= Z-am. Thus J- l= Z*amx-l, and since the left side of this equation 
consists of scalar matrices, it follows that amx-‘=Al, a scalar matrix. Thus 
J=AZ and [J]=[Z]. 
We now have a map, which is clearly a homomorphism, from a/@$, into 
k?(R). If @&,+ U is in the kernel of this map, then U = Z-m with I= AR for 
some scalar h E F. Thus U = R. Xm and U =R. Thus U E a0 by Lemma 4. m 
Since this paper is addressed to nonexperts in ring theory, we shaIl 
provide a proof for the following, known result. 
LEMMA 14. Let R be a UFD. Then e(R) is triviul. 
Proof. Let Z be an invertible fractional ideal of R. We must show that 
Z = AR for some X E F, the quotient field of R. We may assume that I C R. 
Since Z is invertible, we have 1 = Z x, 9, with r, E Z and y, E I - ‘. Choose a 
common denominator d E R and write ~~/i= u,/d with u, E R. We may 
assume that no prime divisor of d divides all u,. We have d = Z x, u, E Z and so 
RdcZ. 
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To complete the proof, we show that Rd = I. To this end, let x E 1. Since 
y&z-‘, we have q/d = xyi E R, and so d divides rm, for all i. Since no 
prime divisor of d divides all u,, it follows that d divides x, and thus x E Rd as 
desired. w 
COROLLARY 15. Let R be a UFD, and let A= M,(R). Then every 
automorphism of A is inner. 
By Corollary 13 and Theorem 11, it follows that for any domain R, 
SN,(R) is isomorphic to a subgroup of the n-torsion part of the class group 
(? (R ). If R is a Dedekind domain, we shall show that SN,( R ) is isomorphic 
to the full n-torsion part of the class group. Before doing this, we obtain a 
general, module-theoretic description of SN,(R) which is valid for any 
commutative ring. 
6. A MODULE THEORETIC CHARACTERIZATION 
Let R be any commutative ring. Let ??,, (R) be the set of isomorphism 
classes of R-modules M such that the direct sum of n copies of M is free of 
rank n. The main result of this section is the following. 
THEOREM 16. I%e set C?“(R) f arms a group under tensor product, and 
this group is i.somorphic to SNJR). 
LEMMA 17. Let U,VE@=@),(R). Then tJ*V=UUV. 
Proof. By the mapping property of tensor products, we have an R-epi- 
morphism U @ V+ U-V determined by U@VHUV. We must show that if 
Zu,v,=O, then Zu,@vi=O. 
Write 1 = Z wtvi where w, E V- ’ and vi E V. Then 
since v, w, is a scalar matrix. The result follows. n 
It follows by Lemma 17 that the set of isomorphism classes of R-modules 
represented by elements of @ is closed under tensor products. By Lemma 4, 
it forms a group isomorphic to @/C$,=SN,(R) under this operation. To 
prove Theorem 16, then, we must show that y9, (R) is exactly this set of 
isomorphism classes. 
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We mention that the identity element of 9’” (R ) is clearly the isomor- 
phism class [R 1. The inverse of an isomorphism class [X] turns out to be 
[Hom,(X,R)]. This can easily be seen directly, or it follows from Theorem 
16 and the observation that U -i - = Horn, ( U, R ) for U E (35. The latter fact is 
immediate from Lemma 10. 
Proof of Theorem 16. For an R-module X, we write X(“) to denote the 
direct sum of n copies of X. We must show that X is isomorphic to an 
element of @ iff X(“) =R cn). 
Let U E @I To show that U(“)zR @), we consider the maps 4 : A+R (4 
defined by p,(a)=the ith row of a. Now map 7: U(“)+R(“) by 
r(ui,us,.*., %a)= 5 Pil"i)* 
i=l 
We shall show that the R-homomorphism r is actually an isomorphism. 
If a,bEA, then p,(ab)=p,(a)-b. For uEU and uEU_‘, we have 
uu = hl for some A E R and thus 
where s, is the ith row of the identity matrix. Now suppose r( q, . . . , u,,) = 0. 
Choose uE U-’ and write qu =hl. Then 
and so all &=O. Thus u,U-‘=O and therefore u,=O for all i, and r is 
one-to-one as desired. 
To prove that r maps UC”) onto R (“), it suffices to show that each S, is in 
the image of 7. Now pi(u) E r( U(“)) for all i and all u E U, and thus r( UC”)) is 
exactly the set of linear combinations of all rows of all matrices u E U. In 
particular, all rows of matrices au with a E A and u E U he in the image of r, 
as do all rows of linear combinations of such matrices. Since we can write 
1 = Zu,u, for suitable uj E U -’ and ur E U, it follows that the s, he in r( U(“)), 
as desired. 
Now suppose X is an R-module such that X(“)=R (“1. We must find 
U E@ such that U=X. Let u : X(“)+R @) be the given isomorphism. Let 
v, :X+=X(“) be the ith standard injection map, and let rr/ : R (“)+R be the jth 
projection map. 
Define &,:X-R by hi= v,urr/. For each x E X we now have a matrix 
m(x)=[x&J, and m:X+A is an R-module map. Let U=m(X). We shall 
show that m is an isomorphism of X onto U and that U E@. 
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If m(x)=O, then O=~&~=xv~vrr~ for all i,j. Thus xv,o=O for all i, and 
since (I is an isomorphism, xvi = 0 and so x = 0. Therefore, X = U. 
We now show that U E@. Since u maps onto R (“), pick w, E X(“) such 
that wia = .si, where q = pi( 1) as before. Write wi = (xi,, xi,,, . . . , xi,,) with xv E X. 
For each i.~ E Horn, (X, R ) we let n(y) denote the matrix [(xJ~L]. Then n is an 
R-module map from Hom,(X, R ) into A, and we let V be its image. By 
Lemma 8, it suffices to show that U- V= E. 
To this end, we compute 
qu = x (xvp7i)SI 
i 
Since u is one-to-one, we conclude that 
xv* = x (X)AqWi. 
i 
Comparison of the kth entries in these equal elements of X(“) yields that 
Applying EL, we obtain 
and this may be written as the matrix equation 
Therefore, We V c E, and it suffices to show that 1 E 17 V. 
Observe that 
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From the last two equations we conclude that 
and the proof is complete. n 
COROLLARY 18. Let R be a De&kind domain. Then SN,(R) is i.mnor- 
phic to the n-torsion part of the cluss group C?( R ). 
Proof. By Theorem 13 we have an isomorphism of SN,(R) into e(R). 
The image of this map is the set of ideal classes [Z] such that U- Z-m for 
some U E @5 and invertible m E M,,(F), where F is the quotient field of R. 
Now if J is a fractional ideal of R, then J(“)=.Z” @ R Cl3 * - * CD R, where 
there are n - 1 copies of R. (For instance, see Theorem 22.11 of [2].) If 
[jj”=[R], then J”=R and ]@=R(“). Th us there exists U E @ with U=J. 
However, U= Zm and U-Z. Therefore Z-J, and so [J] = [I] is in the image 
of the map SN,(R)+e(R). n 
COROLLARY 19. Let G be any abeliun group such that g” = 1 for all 
gE G. Then G=SN,,(R) for some De&kind domain R. 
Proof, By a Theorem of L. Clabom [l], G = C?(R) for some Dedekind 
domain R. The result follows. n 
APPENDIX. CENTRAL SEPARABLE ALGEBRAS 
Since most of this paper amounts to a special case of the work of 
Rosenberg and Zelinsb [4] on automorphisms of central separable algebras, 
it seems appropriate to include a definition of these objects. 
Let R be a commutative ring. The R-algebra A is central if R. 1 is exactly 
the center of A. Furthermore, A is separable if for some n there exist 
elements a,, . . . ,a, and b,, . . . , b, in A such that Eaib,=l and Zca,@bi= 
za,C3bic in ABRA, for all CEA. 
LEMMA 20. A = M,,(R) is a central separable R-algebra. 
Proof. That A is central is clear. To see that A is separable, let a, = e,, 
and bl = e,, for 1 < i <n, where the eq are the standard matrix units. Then 
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It suffices to prove the second condition when c = e,, a matrix unit. We 
have 
x ca,@b,= x e,eil@eIi=e,,@e,, 
i i 
and 
i i 
The proof is complete. W 
For further information and results about separable algebras, the reader 
may consult the book [3] by DeMeyer and Ingraham. 
This paper grew out of a series of discussions with my colleague, Larry 
Levy. Without his consultation and advice, this work would never have been 
begun and could not have been completed. I would also like to thank Donald 
Pass-man for several useful ideas incorporated here. 
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